We study the classical Hénon family F a,b : (x, y) → (1 − ax 2 + y, bx), 0 < a < 2, 0 < b < 1, and prove that given an integer k ≥ 1, there is a set of parameters E k of positive two-dimensional Lebesgue measure so that F a,b for (a, b) ∈ E k has at least k attractive periodic orbits and one strange attractor of the type studied in [BC2] . A corresponding statement also holds for the Hénon-like families of [MV], and we use the techniques of [MV] to study homoclinic unfoldings also in the case of the original Hénon maps.
Introduction

History
In 1976, the French astronomer and applied mathematician M. Hénon made a famous computer experiment where he numerically detected but did not rigorously prove the existence of a non-trivial attractor for a two-dimensional perturbation of the one-dimensional quadratic map, F a,b : R 2 → R 2 defined by F a,b x y = 1 − ax 2 + y bx with a = 1.4 and b = 0.3, see [H] . Since then, several studies, both numerical and theoretical, have been conducted with the aim of understanding this family of maps which is now known as Hénon family. The complete understanding of Hénon maps is still quite far from being achieved.
In his experiments Hénon also verified that attractive periodic orbits do indeed occur for other parameter values from the same family. In view of this and of the result of S. Newhouse, [N] , stating that periodic attractors are generic, there were no reason, at the time, for disprove the possibility that the attractor observed by Hénon was just a periodic orbit with a very high period.
However in 1991, L. Carleson and the first author proved the existence of the attractor observed by Hénon for a positive Lebesgue set of parameter values near a = 2 and b = 0, see [BC2] . More precisely, they showed that if b > 0 is small enough then for a positive measure set of a-values near a = 2 the corresponding maps F a,b exhibits a strange attractor.
We recall that a trapping region for a map f is an open set U such that
An attractor in the sence of Conley for the map f which has a trapping region is the set
The attractor is topologically transitive if there is a point with a dense orbit. In [BC2] it was proved for a positive two-dimensional Lebesgue measure set of parameters A in the (a, b) space, that there is a point z 0 (a, b) such that z 1 = f a,b (z 0 ) satisfies the Collet-Eckmann condition, i.e. that there is a constant κ > 0 such that
for all n ≥ 0.
It is fairly easy to see that the attractor Λ for this set of parameters can be identified as W u (ẑ), whereẑ is the unique fixed point of F a,b in the first quadrant, [BV] . Moreover the fact that the Collet-Eckmann conditions are satisfied leads to topological transitivity, see [BC2] , and the combination of Λ = W u (ẑ) and topological transitivity makes it appropriate to call the attractor, strange. The techniques used in [BC2] are a non trivial generalizations of the ones presented in [BC1] by the same authors for the one-dimensional quadratic family. Those techniques opened the way for the understanding of a new class of non-hyperbolic dynamical systems.
Further results have been achieved for Hénon maps by using and developing the techniques in [BC2] . In [MV] the results of [BC2] are obtained for a general perturbation of the family of quadratic maps on the real line, called Hénon-like family. The statistical properties, the existence of a Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB) measure and exponential decay of correlation, were studied in [BY1] and [BY2] . Furthermore the metric properties of the basin of attraction of the strange attractor was studied in [BV] . In that paper it was proven that Lebesgue almost all points in the topological basin for the attractor
are generic for the SRB measure. Here U is the trapping region as above.
In the present paper we show that coexistence of periodic attractors and "strange attractors" occur in the Hénon family for a positive Lebesgue set of parameters. Our proof is mainly based on the techniques in [BC2] . However the construction of the periodic attractors is inspired by [T] , where H. Thunberg proves the existence of attractive periodic orbits for one-dimensional quadratic maps with parameters that accumulate on the parameters of the quadratic maps with absolutely continuous invariants measures of [BC1] and [BC2] . In the two-dimensional case there is a result by Raúl Ures, [U] , proving that attractive periodic orbits occur for parameters arbitrarily close to the set A. The methods of [U] have some overlap with our present techniques.
The next section contains more details about our main results.
Statement of the results
Our main results are as follows. Definition 1.1. An a-dependent one-dimensional parameter family of maps is called Hénon-like family if
and we have the following properties:
(ii) Let A, B, C, D be the matrix element of
then A, B, C, D, satisfies the conditions stated in Theorem 2.1 of [MV] .
is a a-dependent Hénon-like family as in Definition 1.1. Then there is a b 0 > 0 so that for all k ≥ 1, and all 0 < b < b 0 , there is a set of aparameters A k,b ( with fixed b) which has positive one-dimensional Lebesgue measure, i.e.
has at least k attractive periodic orbits and at least one attractor of the type constructed in [BC2] and [MV] . Consider the original Hénon family f a,b , 0 < a < 2, 0 < b < 1.
(a) There is a set of positive two-dimensional Lebesgue measure of parameters with at least k ≥ 1 attractive periodic orbits and one Hénon-like strange attractor.
(b) There are parameters in the Hénon family for which there are infinitely many attractive periodic orbits.
As was pointed out to us by Pierre Berger, the result of Theorem 1.2 can be obtained from a paper of Clark Robinson. A combination of Robinsons methods which are based on the methods of Newhouse [N] with the methods of [MV] would give a alternative proof of Theorem 1.2.
The advantage of the present methods of proof is however that they are completely constructive. In particular, the methods avoid Baire category arguments, and the Newhouse thickness criterium is not used.
Overview of results and methods on Hénon and
Hénon-like maps
In this section we collect definitions and constructions by [BC2] and [MV] which will be used in the sequel. We briefly review the construction of Collet-Eckmann maps in the quadratic family and the Hénon family of [BC1] , [BC2] , and the corresponding construction in [MV] . For details we refer to the original papers.
First we consider the quadratic family q a (x) = 1 − ax 2 and write ξ j (a) = q j a (0), j ≥ 0. We start with an interval ω 0 = [a ′ , a ′′ ] ⊂ (0, 2) an very close to 2. We partition (−δ, δ) = |r|≥r δ I r , where I r = (e −r , e −r+1 ), I r = −I r and I r = r 2 −1 ℓ=0 I r,ℓ , where the intervals I r,ℓ are disjoint and of equal length. The definition is similar for negative r:s. We do an explicit preliminary construction of the first free return so it satisfies ξ n 1 (ω 0 ) = I r δ ,r 2 δ −1 , i.e. ω 0 is mapped by the parameter dynamics a → ξ n 1 to the outermost interval in the partition {I r,ℓ }.
At the n:th stage of the construction, which n = n k a free return we have
(The case r < 0 is analogous.) We define the bound period at a free return as the maximum integer p so that
After the bound period there is a free period L and at time n + p + L
This creates a new free return to an interval I r , which can either be essential, i.e. the image covers a whole I r,ℓ -interval or it is contained in the union of two adjacent such intervals. The latter case is called an inessential free return. If we have an essential return the parts of ω ∈ P n−1 the part of ω, which is mapped to (−e −αn , e −αn ) is deleted and we define the the partition P n by pulling back the intervals {I r,ℓ } to the parts of ω that remain after deletions. Define A k = ω∈P k . The numbers α and β are small and positive. In the one-dimensional case one can choose α = 1 400 and β = 1 100
is an itinerary, which essentially determine the derivative expansion that from time free return time n k to free time n k+1 is always
A combinatorial argument shows, see [BC2] , Section 2.2, that there are escape situation for partion elements ω at timesẼ(ω). The definition of an escape situation is somewhat arbitrary but let us define it as an a pair (ω,Ẽ), ω ∈ PẼ which is defined so that ξẼ(ω) = I r δ ,r 2 δ −1 or I −r δ ,,0 , i.e. one of the end intervals of the partition {I r,ℓ }. The escape timeẼ has a distribution depending on the initial interval ω ∈ P n 0 , essentially on its distance to 0 given by the symbol ρ 0 . Let us consider the quadratic family as x → 1 − ax 2 , where a is close to 2, has a fixed point close to x = 1 2
. If the map is orientation reversing the Hénon or Hénon-like map has a fixed pointẑ in the first quadrant. For small b, the unstable eigenvalue λ u is approximately equal to −2 and the product of the stable and unstable eigenvalues λ u and λ s , i.e. λ u · λ s =d, whered = det(Df a (ẑ)).
One of the main new ingrediences is that the critical point 0 is replaced by a critical set C g , g ≤ C/ log(1/b). There is also an special set of critical points Γ N ⊂ C g on which the induction is carried on, and which is increased as n grows. In the case of Hénon-like maps it is most natural to define instead of the critical point, the critical value. By use of the local stable manifold theorem, the unstable manifold W u (ẑ) of the fixed point will have a sharp turn close to x = 1. The critical value z 1 will have the property that there is λ > 0 so that
The first approximation of z 1 is defined as the tangency point between the vectorfield defined by the most contracting direction of Df (z) close to (1, 0). Successively the equation (2.1) is verified by induction for higher and higher n and this allows most contracting directions of higher orders to be defined. This makes better and better approximations of the critical value. This allows us to define the image z 2 of the critical value z 1 under the maps f , and also the critcal point z 0 as z 0 = f −1 (z 1 ). Note that all this is defined for an interval ω ∈ P n and all points a of ω have equivalent z 0 , z 1 and z 2 . An arbitrary point a ∈ ω can be used for the definitions.
We now define for a ∈ ω the first generation G 1 of W u (ẑ) as the segment of W u (ẑ) from z 1 to z 2 . We also make the notation W 1 = G 1 and inductively define
The induction proceeds by information of certain critical points (and corresponding critical values) on segments of W u (ẑ) on the subset of W u (ẑ) of generation ≤ g = C/ log(1/b), where C is a numerical constant. Call this set of critical point Γ N .
We require the following: Consider a free return time n of the induction, and for all ω ∈ P n all critical values z 1 associated with Γ N satisfy Assertion 4 of [BC2] There is a constant κ > 0 so that [BC2] , is given in Assertion 1, p. 127, in that paper and this quantity at returns satisfies
where z i is at returns, by construction located horizontally to its binding pointz
The corresponding estimate in [MV] , equation (12b), p. 42. Now we recall the splitting algorithm for expanded vectors as in [BC2] , and [MV] p. 40-41, Let w ν = Df ν (z 0 ) 1 0 , and we write
E ν corresponds to the part of w ν that is in a folding situation, i.e. there are various terms in E ν that come from a splitting at a previous return. In particular if ν is outside of all bound periods w ν = w * ν . We now summarize an essential part of Assertion 4 concerning distorsion of the vectors w * ν during the bound period
There are constants C, C 1 , C 2 , such that for all critical points z 0 ∈ Γ N (a) If p is the binding time for ζ 0 to z 0
(b) Let z 0 ∈ Γ N and let ζ 0 and ζ ′ 0 be two points bound to z 0 durting time [0, p] and let n be the first free return n ≥ p. Furthermore let w * ν (ζ 0 ) and w * ν (ζ ′ 0 ) be the associated vectors of the splitting algorithm. We write the vectors in polar coordinates M ν (·) denoting absolute value and θ ν (·) argument, and measure the distance between the orbits using
Then there is a constant C 0 such that if
and
Very similar estimates appear in Lemma 10.2, in [MV] . Their estimate in the Modulus equation (2.2) is better with the quantity
We have written (3.9) with the constant 2b
1/4 as in [MV] instead of 2b 1/2 as in [BC2] since our estimates are required to work also in the more general setting of Hénon-like maps.
We also need at several places that uniform expansion of the x-derivative of the n:th iteration of a function f (x; a) automatically gives as uniform comparasion of a and x-derivatives of the iterated function. This is formulated abstractly in Lemma 2.1 in [BC2] and this applies both to Hénon and Hénon-like maps. In [MV] the corresponding statement is Corollary 11.6.
In several places, in particular for parameter dependent curves and pieces of unstable manifolds, it is relevant that the corresponding curves segments are C 2 (b)-curves which in the setting of the Hénonlike maps of Mora-Viana, has the following definition
The constant t > 0 appears in the definition of the Hénon-like maps.
We also need some geometric information on the attractor. A reference is [MV] , Section 4, but we will also need two quantative statements on the stable and unstable manifolds of the fixed point formulated in Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 below.
Lemma 2.5. Let γ s a , a ∈ω 0 , be the first leg of the stable manifold ofẑ(a) pointing in the negative y direction. Then γ s a at all points has slope bounded below by
where K is a numerical constant. Moreover γ s has a C 1 dependence on a.
Proof. We consider the orientation reversing case when the fix point (x,ŷ) satisfiesŷ > 0. By the C 1 -version of the stable manifold theorem, there is a small segment of the γ s -leg pointing down. Note that we do not have control of the size of this leg. It depends on a 0 and b. By C 1 continuity of the stable manifold we can choose a sufficiently small segment Γ 0 so that its slope is close to the slope at the fixed point. As in [MV] the derivative of the map is defined as
The stable direction at the fixed point has approximate slope s 0 , where
and by continuity this is true also for points of Γ 0 . Now define inductively
. Note that we have strong expansion of the inverse map f a . For this we use the derivative estimates of A, B, C, D and the determinant AD − BC in [MV] , Theorem 2.1. This will hold for the sequence of curve segments {Γ n }, n ≤ n 0 . The length of Γ n 0 , will be greater or equal to 1 8ŷ > 0. We now do two final iterates and conclude that Γ n 0 +2 has a subcurve with vertical slope ≥ K/ √ b and lenght ≥ Cŷb −1 .
Lemma 2.6. Consider a family of Hénon-like maps f a (., .; b) which is area reversing. Let a time ν be given and let a parameter interval of a-values, ω ∈ P ν . For a ∈ ω there is a critical point z 0 and a critical orbit z 1 , z 2 , z 3 located on W u (ẑ). Let γ u be the segment of W u (ẑ) from z 2 to z 3 . Then the curve segment
} is an approximate parabola and the two segments
Sketch of proof. For the first part of the proof we follow [MV] Section 7. In formula (2), p.30 they state that the unstable manifold restricted to G 0 ∪ {|x| ≤ 1 − δ 0 } can be viewed as the graph y(x) = y ϕ (a, x) with
If we iterate the unstable manifold once it follows that it folds to a parabola .
The Stable Foliation
The following lemma is stated and proved in [BC2] , see Lemma 5.5.
Lemma 2.7. Assume {z ν } n ν=0 be λ-expanding, i.e.
be another sequence of iterates and form
If κ satisfies κ < 5 −12 λ 8 and
One can observe that the proof of the lemma also gives the following informations.
. . , K, satisfy the following estimates
Here the sequence
Property (2.9) implies that the most contractive unit vector e ν (z) is defined for points z =z ′ 0 satisfying (2.8). We state now a lemma from [MV] , see Lemma 6.1. Lemma 2.11. If e ν (z) is the most contractive direction, then for
We consider the integral curves of the vector field ẋ y = e 1 (z).
Since
Properties of the stable foliation.
As a conclusion we get that the integral curves are approximate parabolas. We claim the following: There is a quadrilateral, which is completely foliated with leaves that are integral curves of e n (z) given that n = N 10 . This is a small variation of Lemma 5.8 in [BC2] , which we are going to give in the following with more detail.
We know that for the pointz 0 = z 1
Moreover we will only use this estimate in the range 1 ≤ ν ≤ n, n = N 10
. We will inductively define a sequence {γ i } of integral curves of e i (z) through z = z 1 . We start by defining γ 1 as the integral curve of e 1 (z) through z 1 . We now pickz 0 = z 1 . Suppose γ i is defined and stretches from y = −1, y = 1. Pick a point ζ 0 ∈ γ i . Then by Lemma 6.1 (b) in [MV] ,
Let ζ ′ 0 be on the horizontal segment containing ζ 0 at distance
Define
Then the integral curves of e i+1 (z) is defined in Ω i and do not leave Ω i . We define Ω i+1 by the restrictive condition
We proceed in this way by induction. Finally we can vary the pointz 0 on a horizontal line segment s through z, providing that |s| ≤ c n (for a suitably choosen c).
Construction of a sink
In the following we work in the Hénon-like situation. Let z 0 ∈ Γ E be the critical point on the left leg of W u (ẑ), see Section 2. One can choose z 0 uniquely for all a ∈ ω 0 ∈ P E , see Section 5 in [MV] or Section 6 in [BC2] . We fix now E 0 to be such that z E 0 (ω 0 ) is in an escape situation as defined in Section 2.
Definition 3.1. We say that z E (ω), ω ⊂ P E , is in a long escape situation at time
where π 1 is the projection on the first coordinate, i.e. if γ(t) = (γ 1 (t), γ 2 (t)) then π 1 γ(t) = γ 1 (t).
Lemma 3.2. There existω 0 ⊂ ω 0 and a time E such that z E (ω 0 ) is in a long escape situation.
Proof. This proof is purely one-dimensional, since b is small and the dynamics is outside of (−δ, δ) × R. We use an argument very similar to that in [T] . By [MV] , there is a time n and an interval ω 0 ∈ P n so that
where u and v are the end points of the curve z n (ω ′ ). Consider then the future iterates z n+i (ω ′ ), i = 1, 2, . . . , under the parameter dynamics. Observe that π 1 z n+2 (ω ′ ) is located at
where the function Θ(x) satisfies c 1 x ≤ Θ(x) ≤ c 2 x for some numerical constants c 1 and c 2 . Observe that f 2 a 1 (u) and f 2 a 2 (v) and consequently π 1 f
(v) are located near the saddle fixed point close to (−1, 0) where the dynamics is expanding in the x-direction by a factor bigger than 3 as long as
Denote by i 0 the last i for which (3.3) is verified. Then π 1 f 2+i 0 a 1 (u) is still close to −1; its distance to −1 is of order O δ 2− 4 3 . After 2 more iterates
To the fixed point (x,ŷ) there is a symmetric point on W u (x,ŷ), (x 1 ,ŷ 1 ), located approximately at (x, −ŷ). The leg of W s (ẑ) in the negative y-direction crosses this homoclinic point and the slope s of the curve segment of γ s joining the two points (x,ŷ) and (x 1 ,ŷ 1 ) satisfies s ≥ C/ √ b on all points of γ s , see Lemma 2.5. intersects z E (ω 0 ) at p 2 . By Lemma 2.5,
where K is a positive constant. We chose now a subintervalω 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Consider the phase curve γ = z E (ω ′ 0 ) and denote byã ′ 0 the midpoint ofω ′ 0 . We recall the λ-lemma, see e.g. [PdMM] , Lemma 7.1. Lemma 3.6. Let 0 be a saddle fixed point of a C 2 map. Let V = B u ×B s be the cartesian product of an unstable and stable ball at the fixed point 0, and let q ∈ W s (q) \ {0} and let
In our present setting we can obtain a quantative version of the λ-lemma adopted to our situation 
Proof. We apply the construction of the stable foliation at the end of Section 2. For each point of ζ 0 ∈ γ we connect it with a corresponding point ζ ′ 0 on W u (ẑ). It is then possible to apply 2.7 whichz 0 = ζ 0 andz ′ 0 = ζ ′ 0 and κ = (1 + ε)λ s and we conclude that the estimates of (3.8) and (3.9) hold.
Remark. Note that λ u · λ s = det Df a (ẑ) and that the factor 1 10 comes from the comparison between κ and log |λ u |, where log 2 ≥ log |λ u | ≤ log 2 − ε, and where ε depends on 2 − a.
We now continue the proof of Lemma 3.5. We apply Lemma 3.6 to a fixed parameterã ′ 0 ∈ω ′ 0 from (2.10) to γ with fixed parameterã
. By the comparability of x and a derivatives, see Section 2, during the time from E to E + E ′ and the fact that |ω 
Construction of an invariant contractive region
In this section we prove the existence of an invariant contractive region around the critical value. We pick an arbitrary a ∈ω . and ρ ′ will be choosen as follows:
Close to the critical value z 1 there is by Section 2.1 a quadrilateral foliated by leaves of the stable vector field e [N/10] . The leave γ 3 of e [N/10] 
The pullback of the stable leave γ a|s| and w 1 = 1 0 . Observe that, at time E,
. By the angle estimate (3.10) it follows that except for the points still in fold period to z 0 at time N = E +E ′ , the slopes of points of the curves
The curve f
and it is located close to z N . At this point we choose ρ ′ so that f (γ(ρ)) and f (γ(−ρ ′ )) are on the same stable leave of e E close toẑ. The curve segment f N (γ 1 ) has length
The discussion above can be summarized in the following lemma 
Observe that, at the first return time N, e n (z) is mapped to Df N (z)e n (z) with
Let us decompose α 0 Df N (z)e n (z) as
where, by (3.13), |α
Observe that A has spectral radius at most 1 2
. Finally we choose k > 0 such that
Hence, A k is a contraction and therefore also Df N k is a contraction.
Capturing of a new critical point
In this section we are going to capture a new critical point z ′ 0 at a certain distance to z 0 . The discussion which follows is a version of the λ-lemma (see e.g [PdMM] ) with more estimates and of the capture argument in [BC2] , Section 5.3. Fix a ∈ ω =ω ′′ 0 . Let z 0 = z 0 (ω) be a critical point and let z −n = f −n (z 0 ), n ∈ N be its preimages. For each z −n there is a stable leave of the n-th contractive vector field and the contraction is of the order Kb where K is given by |λ||σ| = | det(Df (ẑ))| = Cb with 0 < λ < 1 < σ the eigenvalues of Df (z 0 ), see Theorem 2.1 in [MV] . As consequence, if we denote by ζ 0 = z −n , then, for all ζ ′ 0 and 1 ≤ ν ≤ n,
The aim is to apply the lemmas stated in Section 6 of [MV] . We start by observing that the assumptions of Lemma 6.2 are fulfilled. Denote by M ν (z) = Df ν (z) and by u 0 a tangent vector of W u (ẑ) nearẑ. Because, by construction, |ζ 0 | ≥ δ and for any 1 ≤ ν ≤ n, M ν (ζ 0 )u 0 ≥ λ ν , we get the following: 
By Lemma 6.3 in [MV] we get:
Lemma 4.2. Let ζ ′ 0 and norm 1 vectors u, v satisfying
Observe that, by Lemma 4.1, the conclusions of Lemma 4.2 are verified for all unit vectors u, v such that u − v ≤ σ n and |slope(u)| ≤ 1 10
. Similarly, because by construction, |ζ 0 | > δ is λ-expanding up to time n we can apply Lemma 6.4 that in our setting becomes:
for any 1 ≤ ν ≤ n and any norm 1 vectors u, v with |slope(u)| ≤ .
In the same way one can apply Lemmas 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 in [MV] . Using the machined above we get the following lemma that correspond to Lemma 5.8 in [BC2] and Section 7C in [MV] .
Lemma 4.4. Let s be a segment of W u (ẑ) centered in ζ 0 = z −n of length σ 2n . The stable vector field e (n) trought s can be integrated from s to G 1 = f (G 0 ). Let s 1 be the arc of end points obtained on G 1 , then
Observe that one can pick σ as √ b. In the following we will denote by γ u = f n (s) ⊂ W u (ẑ) and by γ n = f n (s 1 ). Let Ω(z 0 , p), p ∈ N, be a parabolic neighbourhood formed by a parabolic stable foliation Observe that, for each n, γ n and F s p intersects in a unique point, z ′ 0 and that p depends on n. Pick n so that the vertical distance
for a suitable η satisfying 1 < η < 2. Moreover, by Lemma 4.4, (b), there exists a constant K close to 1 so that 1
where h u and h j are the graphs of γ u and γ n and π 1 γ n is the projection of h n on the x-axe.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that the horizontal distance satisfies
This is a reformulation of Lemma 5, Section 2.3.1 of [BY1] and the same proof applies also in our setting.
is located in horizontal position to z 0 . Moreover there exists a constant K close to 1 so that
for some constant K close to 1.
Proof. Let Γ 0 be a curve joining z 0 and z ′ 0 and let Γ 1 be its image joining z 1 and z ′ 1 close to the critical value. On Γ 0 we decompose the tangent vector as τ (z) = α(y)e N (z) + β(y) 1 0 with z = (x, y) ∈ Γ 0 . Consider now the vertical segment from z 0 to γ n and let y n , y ′ n be the y-coordinates of its end points. Then 1
with K a constant close to 1. Use the notation w j = Df j (z 0 ) 1 0 and apply the distortion estimates during the bound period for w j , see Lemma 10.2 in [MV] which gives 1
This proves the last inequality of the lemma. Observe now that, by Corollary 5.7 in [BC2] , w N and the tangent vector τ N are aligned with γ u forming an angle smaller than d 4 n . Note that Lemma 5.5 and Corollary 5.7 do not depend on the special form of the map and applies also in our context. As final remark, one can notice that the distortion during the bound period are stated in the case of phase space dynamics. Moreover they are valid also in the parameter dependent setting because of the uniform comparison between the x and a-derivatives, see Lemma 2.1 in [BC2] . s, see Lemma 9.6 in [MV] and Assertion 4(c) in [BC2] . Again by the bound distortion lemma in [MV] 
(ω)) can be estimated from below and above using
. A similar statement for points in horizontal position appear in [BC2] , Assertion 4, (b) and (c) and in [MV] , Corollary 10.7. We conclude that
Let us now study the period when z ′ 2N +ν (ω), ν ≥ 0 is bound to z 0 (ω). We define the preliminary binding period p 1 as the maximal integer so that, for all
In principle p 1 could be infinite, but this is not case.
Lemma 4.7. The preliminary binding period p 1 < ∞.
where w ν = Df ν (z 0 )w 0 .
Proof. We introduce an horizontal curve Γ 0 joining z 0 and z
We decompose τ 1 (s) = A(s)e ν−1 + B(s) 1 0 , and
where, by 4.9 3a 2 s ≤ |B(s)| ≤ 5a 2 s, (4.10) see Section 8 in [MV] . We apply the splitting algoritm from Section 8, (i) − (v) in [MV] to Df ν−1 (Γ 0 (s)). If v is outside of it follows from 4.10 and integrating that
and since w v ≤ e C 1 v this will be violated. Suppose now at some time p 1
If p 1 < N it follows from the basic assumption
that the deepest and longest bound period for z j satisfiesp 1 ≤ 4αp 1 . The next level bound period satisfiesp 2 ≤ 4αp 1 . As consequence the lengh of the combined bound period of z p 1 will be less than
This means that at the time p, Let us also denote D p = w p . This means that with p as in 4.12
In the other hand
so we obtain an equality
Note that the equality
and we obtain that z
We now choose η = 3 2 + ǫ. This means that
we obtain the following expression
We the follow the segment until the next return 2N + p + ℓ and
We apply the standard argument for the construction of binding points, see [BC2] Section 7.2 and [MV] , Section 9.
We keep the ) we can now use the usual inductive procedure of [BC2] to reach an escape situation for a subinterval ω ′′ ⊂ ω ′ . Note that in this procedure we only need binding points which were defined by the initial induction and construction of the returning segment z N (ω).
Construction of a tangency
We aim to construct a non-degenerate quadratic tangency at the escaping timeÑ. Pick a ∈ω and consider the C 2 (b) curve γ a containing the pre-critical pointz 0 (a). We will prove that a suitable subcurveγ a ⊂ FÑ a (γ a ) and containing FÑ az 0 (a) has very high curvature at FÑ a (z 0 (a)). We denote by t(z) the tangent vector at z, by eÑ (z) the most contractive vector at timeÑ and by wÑ (z) = DFÑ −1 a (F (z)) 1 0 . Let u be the arclength ofγ a which is 0 atz 0 . Denote by
We decompose the tangent vector τ (u) alongγ a as
We have
where ζ 0 = ζ 0 (ρ) is an arbitrary point onγ a at arclength ρ fromz 0 and ζÑ = FÑ a (ζ 0 (ρ)). Differentiating (5.1) twice, we get
Proof. Observe that
By differentiating with respect to ρ and taking the matrix norm, one gets,
where
Since the C 2 norms of ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are bounded by a power of b, see [MV] we get
where we used that W i < 9 2 i (since Df < 9 2
).
Proposition 5.5.
, then for all ρ ∈ [−ρ 0 , ρ 0 ], the curvature of ζÑ (ρ), κ (ζÑ (ρ)) satisfies the following:
Remark 5.6. Observe that the number 1 2 appearing in the curvature estimates above can be chosen arbitrarily as any number less that 1, if b is sufficiently small.
Proof. Recall that
We start by computing ζ
Observe that, for all ρ ≥ 0,
with 2 ≤ C 1 ≤ 4. The following estimates hold.
where we used the fact that the angle between WÑ and fÑ is very small, see formula (9), Section 6 in [MV] . By Lemma 6.8 in [MV] , we get [MV] . The proof of the lemma is concluded by combining the previous five estimates.
Quadratic Tangency
Proposition 5.7. Let z E (ω) be a curve segment of critical values in an escape situation that intersect γ s , the leg of W s (ẑ) pointing downwards. Then there exists a unique a 0 ∈ ω such that the tangency between γ is raffly
Observe that this ρ belongs to the interval (−ρ 0 , ρ 0 ), so Proposition 5.5 gives the required lower bound for the curvature.
6 Inductive procedure Proposition 6.1. There exists K > 0 such that, for all k = 0, 1, . . . , K there are parameters intervals ω k with ω k ⊂ ω k−1 , so that, for all a ∈ ω k , there is a C 2 (b) curve γ k (a) ⊂ W u (ẑ) with z k (a) ∈ γ k (a). Moreover, for all k = 0, 1, . . . , K there are regions D N k (a) with D N j (a) ∩ D N i (a) = ∅ for all i = j such that D N k (a) is bounded by γ k (a) and parabolic leaves of W s loc and it contains a unique sink. Proof. Assume that we have already constructed k sinks and that a parameter interval ω (k) corresponding to the critical point z (k+1) o is in escape situation and intersects W s (ẑ). We now have an unfolding of a homoclinic tangency as in Palis-Takens [PT] and [MV] . We can then do the renormalization procedure associated to this unfolding as in these papers and we obtain a new renormalized Hénon-like family. This allows us to create a new sink as in Section 3, and we obtain also a new escape situation.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof is a small modification of that of Proposition 6.1. The only difference is that, at the time k, instead of construct a new sink one can create a strange attractor as in Mora-Viana at the homoclinic unfolding.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof is a small modification of that of Theorem 1.2. The only difference is that instead of switching to construction of a strange attractor after n steps, we continue to construct more and more sinks. We obviously obtain Newhouse parameters in the limit. It is clear that the construction can be modified so that the parameters O j with j sinks can be made to satisfy
so that we get a nonemply intersection and a non-empty Newhouse set with infinitely many sinks.
